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Method

NVIGEN's 180 gene cancer precision profiling assay uses a hybrid
capture approach targeting 225 kb gene regions. These gene targets
are customizable and include FDA approved and emerging
therapeutic targets, genes to monitor treatment responses, and
genes to investigate integrative biomarker information. DNA
reference standards applied in the FDA SEQC2 project and from other
commercial vendors were used. Patient samples were also tested.
Sequencing experiments were performed on Illumina HiSeq and
NovaSeq instruments. Data were analyzed with NVIGEN's internal
bioinformatics pipeline with unique molecular identifiers (UMI).
Experiment parameters such as input DNA quantity, NGS library
preparation PCR cycles, 1 or 2 step magnetic nanobeads cleanup,
library enhancer buffers, and NGS data quantity were investigated.
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Figure 2. The NVIGEN X -180-gene panel includes FDA approved and emerging
therapeutic targets: genes to monitor treatment responses and genes to investigate
integrative biomarker information such as cancer, neurodegenerative, cardiovascular, and
metabolic indications. A subset focus panel of 32 genes (yellow color) were also studied
in SEQ1 and demonstrated that our assay has the robustness to allow customization of
the gene panel without affecting of the fundamental NGS assay features such as
uniformity, data efficiency, detection sensitivity and specificity.

NVIGEN X NGS Assay with the Robustness to Process Multiple
Sample Types Simultaneously for Consistent Data Across
Multiple Sequencer Models
Detected Variants

Figure 4. High yield DNA extraction and NGS library preparation are important for high sensitivity detection at a few
copies of mutants and low variant allele frequency. Any copies of mutants missing early in the workflow won’t be
able to be presented in the PCR amplification or sequencing steps. With a highly efficient library preparation
workflow, we were able to consistent achieve 500-2000 ng of library yield using 6-8 PCR cycles from 18-30 ng of
DNA input materials. Sample types were observed to affect library yields as some samples have consistently
produced higher library yield through multiple sample rounds, potentially due to different DNA purity and quality.
Patient samples from cfDNA, CTC DNA and PBMC DNA in general produced high NGS library yield, indicating that
NVIGEN cfDNA extraction kit and genomic DNA extraction kit work well in providing high yield high quality DNA for
NGS assays.

Figure 7. Depth of coverage and count distribution show consistent pattern for m ultiple sam ples
types through m ultiple sequencing rounds w ith different sequencer m odels. The SEQ1 is w ith 32
gene panel, therefore less variant count is observed. The rest is w ith NVIGEN X -180 gene panel.
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Investigating Assay Performance with Commercial
Reference Standard Samples

Figure 5. Commercial reference standard
(Horizon TruQ) were utilized to investigate the
assay performance and factors that affecting
the performance. TruQ0 is the wildtype. TruQ7
is the 1.3% VAF reference standard sold as is.
We then prepared the 0.5%, 0.375%, 0.25%
and 0.1% VAF TruQ samples by dilution of
TruQ7 into TruQ0-wt. 14 samples at various
VAF were prepared and sequenced in multiple
rounds of sequencing experiments. DNA
sample input were at 18 ng, 30 ng and 50 ng.
Depth of coverage ranges from 1000x to 2700x.
37 variants out of 44 variants of TruQ samples
were covered by our panel. The depth
coverage plot on the left shows the coverage
across multiple samples and across the 37
positions within each samples.
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Figure 3. NVIGEN X is developed intentionally by pooling multiple sample types throughout
one NGS workflow to render the assay robustness and scalability needed for widespread
clinical applications. Showing here are data reflecting fundamental assay features across
different sample types from 4 sequencing rounds. SEQ1 and 2 were sequenced with HiSeq,
while SEQ3 and 4 were sequenced with Novaseq. Performance consistency across different
samples was observed. On target rate is easier to be affected than coverage uniformity. NGS
data efficiency which is calculated directed by the ratio of total sequencing reads divided by
unique reads were improved in SEQ4 at ave. about 4 vs. others ave. at about 6.
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Figure 6. Bar chart plot of the detection sensitivity and specificity of NVIGEN X NGS assay validated with Horizon
TruQ reference standard samples. Different colors of the bar represent different VAF of 0.1%, 0.25%, 0.375%, 0.5%
or Wildtype (wt). At the very mild coverage depth of 1000x to 2200x, approaching 100% detection sensitivity of
0.375% and 0.5% samples were observed. For 0.25% VAF samples, the detection sensitivity were above 90% with
the best being 97.3% by missing one variant. When the coverage is lower at 1053x for the 0.25% TruQ sample
(D09) in SEQ4, the detection sensitivity is significantly lowered to 73%. The TruQ 0.1% VAF samples at 18 ng input
and 1176x coverage presented a detection sensitivity of 62%. By increasing the input DNA to 50 ng and coverage to
2625x, the detection sensitivity of the 0.1% VAF sample was improved to 73%. Since the coverage of 2625x is still
relatively mild, the detection sensitivity of 0.1% VAF can be further improved. Both the DNA input quantity and
coverage affect the assay performance.
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observed to be sim ilar to TruQ sam ples, w ith the detection sensitivity of over 90% for 0.3% VAF
sam ples and about 70% for 0.1% VAF sam ples.

Improving Assay Performance with
DNA Enhancer

Figure 11. With mild NGS assay coverage depth of 1300x to 2500x, NVIGEN X testing
of cancer patient samples detected a lot of variants with high clinical relevance at
0.1% to 0.5% VAF, and even variants lower than 0.1% VAF, demonstrating the
importance of highly sensitive and accurate NGS assays.
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Figure 10. The exploratory data from NVIGEN X NGS assay for 17 Patients and 14 Normal People Samples
show that NVIGEN X assay enables clear differentiation between patients and normal healthy donors, which
demonstrates the importance of developing highly sensitive accurate and NGS data efficient assays. The
exploratory data from NVIGEN X NGS assay for 17 patients and 14 normal human samples show that
NVIGEN X assay enables clear differentiation between patients and normal healthy donors, which
demonstrate the importance of developing highly sensitive accurate and NGS data efficient assays. The
insert plot illustrates the calculation using an independent two-sample t-test from the SciPy library. The
result shows statistical significance (p=1.727E-05) to differentiate between breast cancer patients (n=10)
and normal people (n=10) based on 201 disease gene alterations detected with the NVIGEN X NGS assay
using cfDNA samples.

Figure 8. NVIGEN X NGS assay perform ance was also investigated w ith the com m ercial reference
sam ples from Anchor M olecular(AM ) at VAF of 3% , 0.3% and 0.1% . Detection sensitivity was
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Figure 1. Hyb -Capture Gene Panel NGS assays are composed of multiple
major sample preparation steps namely DNA extraction, NGS library
preparation and hybridization target capture and amplification. Each step can
further breakdown to include multiple functions of enzymatic reactions,
magnetic bead capture, washing and elution. High-yield and high-quality DNA
molecules obtainable through the complete and complex assay workflow are
of significant importance to assay performance.
NVIGEN magnetic
nanoparticles have been developed to provide optimal NGS results for DNA
capture and cleanup, and cfDNA and various genomic DNA extraction ((Cat#
K61001, K61002, k61003).
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Introduction

Next-generation-sequencing (NGS) molecular profiling assays are
revolutionizing the field of precision medicine. With the number of
druggable gene alterations growing substantially, NGS assays are
shaping new healthcare practice. However, existing NGS assays
present a limit in sensitivity and accuracy that can limit their clinical
applications. As reported in the FDA-led-SEQ2 project and other
recent publications, only mutations above 0.5% variant allele
frequency (VAF) could be detected with high sensitivity and accuracy.
Mutations below this limit could not be reliably detected. In addition,
massive sequencing reads were needed to achieve the necessary
coverage depth for sensitive variant calling, hence the cost of NGS
assays remain high. To address these challenges, we developed a 180
gene cancer precision profiling assay with our novel NGS sample
preparation workflow based on magnetic nanobeads capture and
enhancement. Key assay features in helping to understand the factors
affecting NGS assay performance are presented here.
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Figure 9. We have evaluated further improvement factors in the sample workflow, such as
adding library preparation enhancer to increase the library yield. Among 10 different
enhancer solutions studied, DE-7 has shown to provide about 30% library yield
improvement. The improved library yield was transited into higher sequencing reads,
coverage and detection sensitivity.
Top: The histogram here shows the diluted 0.1% VAF Horizon Multiplex Reference
Standard sample with DNA enhancer DE-7 resulted in higher number of variants detected
compared to the same sample without DNA enhancer.
Bottom: The table shows that with NVIGEN X assay, 0.1% VAF Horizon Multiplex Reference
Standard sample with enhancer DE-7 improved the library yield, acquired more reads,
provided higher coverage and higher detection sensitivity.
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For NGS assays to be clinically widely applicable, the complex workflow need yet to be
highly robust to tolerate patient sample differences in real world at scale. In addition,
multiple samples are often pooled together to reduce sequencing cost with higher
capacity sequencers. NVIGEN X NGS molecular profiling assay has demonstrated
robust performance with compatibility to multiple sample types, sequencer models
and pooling different types of samples in the same workflow. By understanding the
factors affecting NGS assay performance, we were able to optimize the assay
workflow and achieve high sensitivity mutation detection of variants at 0.1 to 0.5%
VAF from 18ng to 50 ng DNA with a mild coverage of 1300x to 2600x. Our continuing
assay development and validation experiments will help meet the increasing need of
NGS clinical assays for high sensitivity, high accuracy, quick turnaround time (TAT), low
DNA input quantity, and affordability. The high sensitivity opens new horizon for
understanding disease biology and better developing gene alteration guided therapy.
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